
 

Supply chain: 

 

 

A) Read the texts in the boxes concerning different people who work along a supply chain.  

B) The people have names from letter ‘A’ to letter ‘T’ 

C) Decide where the different people work along the supply chain below.  Write their initial on the line – the line is not linear!  

 

 

Upstream                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Downstream  
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Linda is a metallurgist. Her company 

imports raw materials from abroad to make 

steel ingots. These are transported to a 

different company to turn into pipes.  

Mark works for an oil drilling company. After 

being given the go ahead to drill, they move 

their drilling rigs on site and extract the oil. 

This can be on land or at sea in deep waters. 

It is a very costly business.  
Charles works in oil exploration.  He carries out 

seismological studies and exploratory drills to 

determine whether and how much oil may be 

lying deep below the earth’s surface. His data is 

then presented to parties interested in obtaining 

that oil. 

Andrew is the captain of an oil tanker. He 

ships crude oil from the Middle East to 

Western European refineries along the North 

Mediterranean coast.  

Oliver works at a refinery. He is responsible for 

the ‘cracking’ operation of the crude oil to 

separate the oil into constituent parts from 

light to heavy oils.  

Patrick also works at the refinery. He’s a chemist and 

it’s his job is to turn oil into plastic. It’s a complex 

process as there are many different types of plastics  

Daniel is a tool-maker. He is in charge of a 

team that manufactures plastic injection 

moulding machines.  

Barbara is an industrial designer. She 

designs moulds for steel presses and 

plastic injection moulding machines.  

Kevin is the CEO of a haulage firm.  He is contacted when a 

lorry is required to take a plastic injection moulding 

machine to a factory. His company also transport the 

factory’s final products to an automobile company.   

Isabelle supervises a production line that uses 

plastic injection moulding machines to 

produce car bumpers and tail-gates.  

Jason’s job involves paint-spraying plastic car bumpers 

and tail-gates.  Nowadays this is an automated process of 

high-precision, but Jason learnt his trade back in the old 

days when it was all done by hand.  

Eric has a job at a car manufacturing plant. 

He works on the assembly line. His specific 

role is to monitor robotic machines 

attaching bumpers and tail-gates to car 

bodies.  

Gillian works in logistics. She keeps an eye on the 

stock supplying the assembly line to make sure the 

correct parts arrive just in time, and that they never 

run out of stock.  

Natalie works in dispatch.  Once the cars 

produced in her factory receive the final 

quality control clearance she gives the go 

ahead for them to be loaded onto trucks and 

sent to a distribution centre.  

Fiona is the managing director.  Her company sits 

between a car manufacturing plant and car show room.  

They have a large depot capable of stocking a thousand 

cars before they are sent off around the country or 

shipped abroad.  

Holly is a customer looking to buy a new car.  



 

 

 

 

 

                            There is no limit to the number of associated supply chains inter-acting with this line.  Can you add more?  

                             There is no limit to the number of business activities associated with points along this supply chain – Can you add more? 

                                             (e.g. recycling, finance, data base management, mining…) 

                              A final image would be exceedingly complex. What does yours look like?  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Now – drawn a new supply chain and position your company, in between upstream and downstream.  

 

                                                         How many intermediaries can you put on your time line?  Explain what they do.  

 

                                                                                           ******************************* 

Rebecca works in logistics. She works for a 

freight-forwarding company. Her job involves 

drawing up the paperwork needed for the 

importation of raw materials, and arranging 

transportation from ports to her company. She 

also contacts haulage companies to take the 

final products to the pipe-makers.  

Quentin is a pipe-maker. His companies make pipes to 

transport oil obtained from oil drilling platforms. The 

pipes must meet very specific tolerances and fit 

together perfectly to ensure a smooth flow of oil.  

Sarah work in quality control checking that the car 

bumpers and tail-gates produced at her company 

meet the highest standards of zero defects. The 

final products can then be dispatched.  

Tony is a car sales man.  He listens to customers’ needs 

and tries to find them the best value-for-money model 

for their budget – whilst making a nice commission for 

himself.  


